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Special features of this course

Target audience
Experienced project managers and project directors.■■

Operations directors in charge of projects or managing project managers■■

Pre-requisites
Good basic project management skills or prior completion  ■■

of ‘Effective Project Team Work’ 

Objectives
Develop your vision as a project manager.■■

Anticipate and be proactive.■■

Respond to events and tap opportunities.■■

Win over project stakeholders.■■

On-the-job benefits
Awareness of how your attitude can shape project success■■

Bolder decisions, based on keener awareness of risks  ■■

and opportunities
Project success, even in the most complex situations■■

Outstanding day-to-day project management■■

Benefits for the company
Projects delivered on time, on budget and to the specified  ■■

performance standards, and optimised solutions
Greater ability to seize opportunities that maximise the project’s added value■■

Lower risks for the company through project risk-management■■

Teams pulling together in the same direction to achieve their objective■■

Advanced Project Management  
Risk Analysis and Contingency Planning in a Changing Environment  

Learn by doing, using three different ap-
proaches
The project manager:
Through a variety of micro-situations, become aware of your impact on others  
and feel the effects of the new approaches or attitudes suggested.

The project manager and the project team:
Try out different project group dynamics and gauge the effect on how productively 
the team works and how good the results are.

The project manager and risk:
Assess yourself in a high-risk situation.

Aim to satisfy the customer’s need as best possible rather than simply meeting   >

the specifications
Compensate when things go wrong on the stakeholder’s side because of unknown,  >

uncertain or inaccurate information
Consider the decision in the light of the risks >

Give all of the stakeholders an opportunity to announce both good and bad news >

Empower project-team members to seize all the opportunities that arise >

Harness energy and spur into action >

The keys to project management
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One 30’ e-learning module

Identifying customer expectations for project 
success

Identifying the key factors for success when structuring ��

needs. 
Preparing and implementing the ‘needs definition’ ��

process. 
Collecting and analysing needs. ��

Challenging and prioritising needs. ��

Contractualising and sharing needs.��

Two-day classroom course

The project manager’s vision1_ 
Looking at the project from the customer’s viewpoint•	
Listening actively to all of your customers•	
Tuning in to the market and staying a step ahead in •	
customer relations
Conducting regular, formal reviews of the expected •	
end result
Steering the project to achieve the expected outcome•	

The project manager’s anticipation and proacti-2_ 
veness

Picking up weak signals on the project•	
Gain assurance in uncertain or unfamiliar environments•	
Defining provisions for the project•	
Calculating the project’s earned value and performance •	
indicators so you can identify slippage fast
Reviewing decisions in the light of exposure to risks •	
and opportunities

Responsiveness in the project3_ 
Seizing opportunities as they arise•	
Analysing impacts and opportunities•	
Launching risk response plans•	
Accepting reviews and relinquishing certainty•	

Winning over project stakeholders4_ 
Sizing up situations: the different viewpoints possible•	
Striking the right balance between stakeholder interests•	
Harnessing energy and spurring into action•	
Leading the team through uncertainty: maintaining the •	
project focus
Defining ground rules based on shared values •	

Four 30’ e-learning modules

Using earned value to optimise costs and deadlines

Understanding the steps you need to take to measure  ��

the health of a project. 
Checking the physical progress of the work. ��

Calculating the earned value of each task within  ��

the project. 
Calculating the cost variance and schedule variance  ��

for each task and for the project. 
Identifying the tasks that require an action plan.��

Assessing and minimising project risks

 Structuring the decision-making process into key stages.��

Analysing threats and opportunities to decide more ��

effectively. 
Searching for alternatives that carry fewer threats  ��

to your project. 
Informing decision-makers of risk safeguarding  ��

scenarios.

Make use of opportunities within the project team

Uncovering relevant opportunities. ��

Encouraging project participants to express all their ideas. ��

Identifying your contribution to openness and expression ��

within the project team. 
Valuing the initiatives of project participants.��

 Monitoring and minimising risks

Identifying the impacts associated with the appearance ��

of a confirmed risk.
Adapting your management style to the appearance  ��

of a risk.
Mobilising the team around the emergency plan.��

Gaining approval for and implementing the emergency ��

plan.
Transforming risks into an opportunity for the project.��

e-learning e-learningClassroom trainingInitial
assessment

Final
assessment

Knowledge  
self-assessment

Progress self-assessment
Introduction  
and the first tools Cement knowledge and practice

Classroom training:  
ongoing role-play exercises, case studies,  
peer coaching, individual action plan, etc

The four key approaches of a project manager 

Vision: identifying and meeting customer needs1] 
Proactiveness: dealing with uncertainty so you can make decisions and take action 2] 
Responsiveness: dealing with risk and seizing opportunity3] 
Winning people over: striking a balance between project stakeholders4] 

Assessments both before and after the course >
E-learning modules accessible for 1 year  >
Personalised support throughout your course >

Key points
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